Differential CD91 dependence for calreticulin and Pseudomonas exotoxin-A endocytosis.
Calreticulin (CRT) interaction with cell-surface receptors is integral to its function in escorting associated peptides into the antigen-presenting cell (APC) antigen presentation pathway. Additionally, extracellular CRT is proposed to be required for lung APC interaction with collectins. In both cases, CD91 has been proposed to act as the APC cell-surface receptor requisite for mediating these processes. However, the evidence for a CRT interaction with CD91 is indirect, predicated on partial competition of cellular binding by gp96, of which CD91 has been proposed as the unique endocytic receptor, and by the CD91 ligand alpha2-macroglobulin. Here, we directly investigate the function of CD91 in binding and trafficking CRT. We find that the ability of CRT to interact with APC does not correlate with cellular CD91 expression or function. Additionally, in the first genetic test of CD91 function regarding CRT, CD91 expression neither conferred CRT association nor did CD91-deficient (CD91-/-) and CD91-expressing cells differ in their ability to traffic CRT. Finally, cellular CRT trafficking did not parallel that of Pseudomonas exotoxin-A, an obligate CD91 ligand, by the criteria of CD91 dependence, cell-type specificity and endocytic itinerary. These data identify that CRT trafficking is not, as previously hypothesized, CD91 dependent and indicate usage of alternative cellular trafficking pathways.